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Jacques-Louis David painted this elegant man, the Netherlander
Jacobus Blauw, in Paris in 1795 (Plate 1). Blauw had just become the
minister plenipotentiary of the United Provinces. In the year of the
portrait, he concluded a peace treaty with the French and played an
important role in the establishment of the Batavian Republic. The
negotiations came at the end of the first campaign in which the young
Wellington saw active service, in the Low Countries in 1794–5. Blauw
breaks off from writing a diplomatic document, possibly intended to
be the treaty: he has written his name and the style of his new office.
The portrait makes the point that statesmen did the business of
government themselves, literally by their own hands. Wellington’s
papers, which today still number some 100,000 items — about 50% of
their original size — are testimony to the same process.1 It is this
connection with writing, largely correspondence, both in government
and more generally, and how communication changed in the nineteenth
century, that are the themes of this lecture.
Arthur Wellesley, first Duke of Wellington, was born in
1769. His whole career was shaped by the wars first with
revolutionary France and then with Napoleon. Wellington’s active
military career is well known to us, in India, 1797–1805, in the
Iberian Peninsula and southern France, 1808–1814, culminating in
the Waterloo campaign of 1815. Waterloo turned Wellington into a
national hero. From this point onwards, the Duke’s life was never
without some political engagement: he held many of the high
offices of state, including the premiership, as well as leading the
peers of the Tory party in the House of Lords both in and out of
government. He retired from Cabinet at the close of Peel’s ministry
in 1846, but retained a vigorous interest in politics, continuing to2 WOOLGAR
Plate 1 Jacobus Blauw, painted by Jacques-Louis David, 1795. The words on the paper
read: ‘J.BLAUW ministre plénipotentiaire [aux?] États Généraux des provinces unies’.
© The National Gallery, London (NG 6495)hold a range of offices, including that of Commander-in-Chief of
the army, until his death in September 1852.
As well as a lifetime of public service, Wellington’s career
spans a revolution in communication.The documentary record of mid-
Victorian Britain is very different from that of the first years of
George III. Collections of correspondence become much larger, the
range of correspondents wider.We can see this inWellington’s papers.
Everyone who had a cause to promote or an opinion which they
thought of interest wrote to the Duke. One of the reasons why they did
so was because they could. Increased levels of literacy and postal
reform had a profound effect on correspondence in the first half of the
nineteenth century.
The mid- to late eighteenth century produced an archive of the
elite. Correspondence was expensive: beyond special urban posts and
those in official positions who had the benefit of free postage, the
burden of postal charges fell upon the recipient, and its effects were felt
disproportionately by the poorer sections of society. Letters were a
significant cost, not just a few pence. In 1839, the government was
persuaded to put in place a new, uniform system of charge.2The effect
was quite sudden and dramatic. That year, 82.5 million letters were
delivered in the United Kingdom; the following year, with the
introduction of the new postage, the number doubled; and it had
grown almost five-fold by Wellington’s death.3 What is remarkable
about this is the coincidence of a new, low-cost service with latent
demand, and with the capacity for the postal system to cope with this
level of expansion. The form of communication changed little in
outward aspects, but the volume did. It was exactly at this point that
railways supplemented traditional mail coaches and made possible the
carriage of large quantities of post.
If the scale of Wellington’s archive is in part accounted for by
this change and by his popular standing, his role in the conduct of
public business is also responsible. In the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, the papers of a Secretary of State were considered his own
property.4 That perception extended to the papers of many other
officials, from soldiers to diplomats. Today’s expectation is very
3 Inaugural Lecturedifferent: the records of government business belong to the Crown.
They are accessible under freedom of information legislation and other
avenues, and a selection is ultimately placed in the NationalArchives.
This perspective is closely linked to a transformation in the way
government was conducted in the twentieth century, from official
business carried out in a private, or semi-private and informal way, to
methods of working which guaranteed the secrecy of official papers
on the one hand, and which have come to emphasise public
accountability and scrutiny on the other.5
That this position is comparatively novel has important con-
sequences for the archival record. Substantial amounts of
documentation for what we would see as public business are in private
possession, or have been placed in archive repositories other than the
National Archives. From the point of view of the archival heritage, it
has been crucial to facilitate the passage of these materials into the
public domain. Compared with many other countries, there is little UK
legislation that affects archives: the Official Secrets Act; the Public
Records Acts, for material in unbroken official custody; there is
legislation relating to tithes and some forms of landed property, to the
records of the Church of England and to a few other categories.6 While
we may have laws which protect data or promote freedom of
information, they do not guarantee the preservation of most archives
as cultural artefacts.Archives are overwhelmingly private property, and
can be bought, sold or otherwise disposed of with little restriction. The
trade in cultural property is an important element in the economy: in
2006-7, there were nearly 50,000 applications to export items of
cultural interest — fortunately comparatively few were for manuscripts.
More than half the total was licensed, with a value of £9.8 billion.7
The case for acquiring archives for the nation may turn on
their public character as much as their intrinsic historical interest or
aesthetics. Since 1973, the scheme of taxation remission known as
‘acceptance in lieu’ has been available for the transfer of important
private collections of archives into state ownership.8 The Wellington
Papers were only the fourth collection of manuscripts to be accepted in
this way.9 Between 1996 and 2007, a seventh of all tax settled under
4 WOOLGARthe scheme, £22,148,722 out of £146,175,583, was for collections of
manuscripts, a measure of the impact of the process.10 There are
important caveats, however. Acceptance in lieu is only available for
pre-eminent material and for certain categories of taxation related to
inheritance.That a collection cannot be set against tax one day because
the owner is alive, yet can the following, as he has died, is a great
illogicality.An extension of the scheme to other forms of taxation, for
archives identified as pre-eminent in the nation’s past or closely
associated with its public business, is highly desirable. Although the
country has not ‘lost’ a major archive in more than two decades,
arrangements for acquisition are fragile and vulnerable to pressures on
a small group of funding bodies.11
Acceptance in lieu is one part of the process. Institutions are
then invited to apply for the collection and the Secretary of State makes
an allocation. This is what happened with the Wellington Papers in
1983. Why Southampton and Wellington ? For a university looking to
develop a collection on the humanities side, it was a timely opportunity.
Southampton’s case was based on more than the potential the collection
would create. There were links between the Dukes of the Wellington
and the University. The fourth Duke was at the forefront of the
campaign for a university for Wessex in the 1920s, and the seventh
Duke was the first Chancellor of the new University of Southampton.
There were links to printed materials associated with Wellington
already held in the University Library, including a substantial collection
of pamphlets. But the University had no manuscript collections of
significance, and the allocation was a leap of faith. To the archival
establishment, this was not an obvious solution.12Applying for the post
of archivist here, I was gently reminded that I would be counted among
the black sheep — but equally that even black sheep produce wool.
What are the Wellington Papers ? At first glance this vast
archive contains the categories one would expect: drafts and copies
of out-going letters, along with large quantities of in-coming
material. Closer scrutiny shows it to be much more complexand that the
Wellington Papers contain both more and less than the original archive.
In 1814, the ship bringingWellington’s papers back from the Peninsula
5 Inaugural Lecturewas wrecked in the Tagus. There are now gaps in the correspondence
as a result, despite the British minister in Lisbon offering a reward for
any papers that might be found.13 Also excluded is private, personal
correspondence, of which in later life Wellington wrote a considerable
amount. The first Duke did not keep copies, and he considered it a bad
habit for recipients to preserve it.14
On the other hand, the archive contains much additional mat-
erial. Wellington was among the first British statesmen to publish his
papers — a bold decision, and one that required judicious oversight.
As he noted to Colonel Gurwood, the editor of his Dispatches, ‘I am
afraid that the examination of these papers will leave many statues
without pedestals.’15 That notwithstanding, between 1834 and 1839,
12 volumes and an index appeared,16 and the editorial process was
responsible for shaping the archive through the nineteenth century.
Wellington’s papers were supplemented to fill in the gaps, especially for
the Peninsular War, by letters from other archives and the records of
the headquarters departments of the army. Many of these documents
have remained in the collection.17
Wellington also acquired papers from others as part of his work,
ranging from materials relating to South and CentralAmerica,18 to the
rights of Roman Catholics.19 Subsequent Dukes received bequests of
Wellington’s correspondence.20 The first Duke had further archives in
his custody, including the papers of George III and George IV, as
executor of the latter; and those of Joseph Bonaparte, the intruded King
of Spain, whichWellington captured in 1813.The first two archives are
now at Windsor, and Joseph’s papers are in Paris, although fragments
of these collections remain among the papers at Southampton.21
Wellington held public office for some 60 years and his official
papers are substantial. This is partly because of the way he chose to
conduct business and partly because the opening decades of the
nineteenth century mark the beginning of the great age of government
by correspondence. The years around 1800 are one of several points
in the past where one can see a step change in volumes and systems
of documentation. In England, one might point to the reign of King
John and the systematisation of the records of Chancery;22 in the early
6 WOOLGARmodern period, to the state papers;23 or to the records of government
during the First World War.24 In the nineteenth century, the
responsibilities and business of government were changing: war and
empire brought new patterns, remoulding government by mid-
century. InWellington’s day, the Civil Service was small and the great
officers of state did most of the business of government themselves.
One consequence of the increased volume of paperwork is that
Wellington’s administration of 1828–30 is almost certainly the last
government for which it is possible for a researcher to read
everything that was written by ministers and their departments. The
growth in business in the period after the Napoleonic Wars can be
seen in the Foreign Office records. In 1815, it received some 4,000
despatches; that number had risen to 7,309 by 1829; and in 1853,
the year afterWellington’s death, the Foreign Office received 35,104
despatches. How did a nineteenth-century government cope with the
changing volume of communication ?
Managing public business required systematisation, especially
registering and indexing letters, and a laborious process of copying
information in order to circulate it. Summarising correspondence was
one way to comprehend it. In the Foreign Office, despite the volume of
despatches, the clerical investment in this was modest and personal to
the Secretary of State. From 1793 to 1852 there was a précis writer, and
sometimes an assistant, usually a relation or friend of the Foreign
Secretary, whose job it was to prepare summaries, which were then
circulated.25 The personal connection can be seen in the survival of
précis books among the Foreign Secretary’s private property: for
example, there are 145 volumes in the papers of Lord Grenville,
Foreign Secretary 1791–1801,which left office with him.26Wellington
was Foreign Secretary only briefly, in 1834–5, and his archive
contains but a single précis book.27
The growth in the business of government can be seen in other
departments, but systematisation was patchy: the correspondence of
the Home Office was not registered, that is, listed and indexed, until
1841.28 Numbers of personnel in Whitehall were small. In 1829,
duringWellington’s first government, the Foreign Office had 47 staff,
7 Inaugural Lecturethe Home Office 30; the Colonial Office 33; theTreasury and Exchequer
189. These offices were linked to extensive networks of local officials:
the Customs and Excise had the greatest number, between them more
than 17,000, most outside London. The Foreign Office had 28 overseas
missions, as well as 112 consuls in 26 countries. The Home Office
worked with the sheriffs and lords lieutenant of the counties, and so on.29
What connected all these individuals was correspondence, and in many
cases it was private correspondence — but why should this be so ?
By 1800, inWestern Europe letters were the most common form
of archival record. Their ubiquity presents a special challenge: as so
much official business was carried out by correspondence, much of it
by private letter, it is important to understand nuances in purpose
and structure. The most important of these, in terms of government
business, was the development of parallel systems of communication
for different types, or qualities, of information. To take an example:
Wellington’s appointment to command the army in the Peninsula came
with requirements for political and military communication, especially
formal reporting to his political master, the Secretary of State for War
and the Colonies, as well as to others. On the one hand, his despatches,
that is, his official letters, were to provide a continuous narrative, a
formal record of the actions of the army under his command. This
record might be called for by Parliament and the statements had to be
justifiable. These despatches constitute a system of record, running
through Wellington’s correspondence. They are characterised by their
formality: they are usually in a numbered sequence; they all start
‘My Lord’ (Plate 2), immediately distinguishing them from other
communications, especially those of a private character but still
touching on official business, which begin ‘My Dear Lord’ (Plate 4);
and they abide by rules, largely unwritten, about content. Official
business was to be confined in correspondence to those officials
responsible for it; it was not to be included in communications with
others.30 The sequence of official correspondence continued even if
there was little or nothing to report.31
Aparallel might be drawn with diplomatic correspondence.The
Foreign Secretary would usually give instructions to a diplomat about
8 WOOLGARhow often he should write — once a week, or once a fortnight, for
example. The diplomat might include in his despatch only items that
had been officially communicated to him by the foreign government;
he could not include hearsay, or newspaper reports; he had to have
authority for his statements.32At the same time, there was a further set
of communications, a private correspondence, which would escape
public view and could contain a wide range of information and opinion.
These twin correspondences defined almost every official relationship
in British government from the eighteenth century onwards, and they
applied equally to the relationship between Wellington and his
commanders. To answer my question: private correspondence offered
more flexibility and wider scope than official correspondence; it was a
way of conveying information which was important but which might be
inconvenient at least in official form.
The rules about what official letters were to contain were
rarely exposed; occasionally, usually when things had gone wrong,
they became explicit. Just as Wellington sent formal reports, others
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Plate 2 Wellington’s draft official letter to Lord William Bentinck, starting ‘My Lord’, 1 July
1813. [University of Southampton Library, MS 61 Wellington Papers (hereafter WP) 1/373]made formal reports to him by correspondence. These reports were
not always framed as the Duke wanted. We may take the famous
example of General Beresford, who commanded the Portuguese
forces during the PeninsularWar. On 23 May 1811,Wellington wrote
to the Secretary of State in the aftermath of his efforts to recast
Beresford’s despatch on the battle ofAlbuera.
I feel very strongly what you say about Beresford’s dispatches, but it is
very difficult to apply a remedy to this evil; in fact he writes his official
dispatches as he would private letters, or as he would talk, without much
consideration, or reflecting that they are likely to go before the public,
who will try every word.33
There was no doubt in the Duke’s mind thatAlbuera had been an allied
victory and had to be presented as such. Writing to his brother
William, he described Beresford’s despatch as ‘a whining report ...
which would have driven the people in England mad’.34 In June 1813
Wellington had letters from Lieutenant General Sir John Murray about
the disastrous events at Tarragona. To the Duke’s mind they were
insufficient and in his formal letter to Murray of 1 July he helpfully
pointed out what the despatch should have contained: ‘... you have
omitted to give me a narrative of your proceedings from the time of
your making the coast of Catalonia, and the time of your quitting it ...’
There then followed no fewer than eleven sets of questions for Murray
to address.35 By contrast to this official letter, there was a private letter
of the same date, covering the same ground, but in ways which were
encouraging and more sympathetic.36
The composition of public letters on official business was a
delicate art that needed careful cultivation. Lord Hatherton recorded
in his diary that, quizzed at dinner in 1820,
The Duke of Wellington declared he had never seen the truth printed about
public matters in the course of his participation in public affairs. All men
seemed to be liars. Someone asked him if he did not except his own
dispatches, upon which he observed: ‘I never told a falsehood in them, but
I never told the whole truth, nor anything like it. Either one or the other
would have been contradicted by 5,000 officers in my army in their letters
to their mothers, wives, brothers or sisters and cousins, all of whom imagined
they as well understood what they saw as I did.’37
How did Wellington prepare his correspondence ? We must
make a distinction between original composition and the documentation
10 WOOLGARit produced, and the process of copying, reproducing information, and
how that was managed. We can sketch out the main characteristics of
a letter fromWellington. In terms of public business, it was his practice
to draft out long, formal communications. He did this principally using
foolscap sheets of paper (approximately 315 mm high x 198 mm wide
— there is some slight variation in the size to which sheets were cut),
folded in half vertically, writing down the outer half, leaving the inner
as space to make corrections, amendments, or for the comments of
others (Plate 3).38 It was a well established way of preparing
documents in official circles: it can be traced back in British
administration through the eighteenth century, and in continental
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Plate 3 Wellington’s drafts of official letters and his more important correspondence and mem-
oranda, both in and out of office, are on foolscap sheets, folded in half, employing the outer half
for the main text, and the inner part for additions and amendments. Draft of a letter from the
Duke to Peel, 15 November 1834. [WP 2/16/6]chanceries through the seventeenth century — and possibly as far back
as the late medieval period, when paper first became sufficiently widely
available that it might be used for drafting letters.39 Once the draft was
complete, it would then be copied by a secretary or aide-de-camp.
Wellington would sign the out-going letter, keeping his own draft for
reference.
Foolscap sheets were used for official correspondence, but
rarely for private letters. For these last the Duke employed two smaller
sizes of letter paper, both commonly available commercial sizes — the
larger 232 mm high x 183 mm wide (a little bigger thanA5), the smaller
almost exactly half the size, 182 mm high x 118 mm wide, again with
some slight variation (Plate 4). It was his practice to write these usually
without a draft, and his secretary took a copy before it was sent out.
One can readily imagine this at headquarters in the Peninsula. It was a
practice that endured a lifetime as the exasperating Lady Shelley was
to discover in January 1848, when the Duke’s prowess turned to
defending himself ‘from the consequences of the meddling gossip of the
ladies of modern times’.
... as I am made the principal topick of discussion in every subject, and am
made responsible for every word that falls from me whether verbally or in
writing, which is commented upon, the meaning tortured, misrepresented, I
am anxious to know exactly what it is I write at least ! And accordingly I
take care to have a copy of everything ! And I send all these letters to my
secretary. He may be out of town ! Or may have more to do than he can
easily perform, and he may have been under the necessity of postponing to
copy your letter so much to account for the delay of your reception of it.40
A third category, private, personal correspondence (Plate 4), the Duke
wrote without a secretary taking a copy.41
Paper was an imperfect medium on which to write. In theWest,
it did not necessarily have a smooth surface, or one into which ink
would not soak rapidly. A great deal of effort had to go into preparing
it to mitigate these problems. Earlier papers were pounced, that is,
rubbed with a powdered resin, to keep the ink on the surface. This was
less necessary by the start of the nineteenth century, although the result
was that the ink lay wet on the surface of the paper. Blotting paper was
developed late in the eighteenth century, and by the time Wellington
was writing, volumes of stationery were on the market with writing
12 WOOLGARpaper interleaved with blotter to counteract this problem.42 Nothing
distinguished the papers the Duke used from those that were commonly
available for elite use, or purchased for government service. By the
1820s, the market for paper had changed; machine production altered
its characteristics and capacity. There was an elite market for special
notepapers, with, for example, embossed decoration.43Although headed
notepapers were available in the 1830s and 1840s, on the whole the
Duke did not use them. From the 1830s, others used stationery headed
with steel-engraved scenes, another mark of both technological progress
and new demand.44 In 1846, theWellingtonArch, with the controversial
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Plate 4 Private letters from Wellington, on two different size sheets of notepaper: (a) To
Lord Bathurst, Secretary of State for War and the Colonies, Huarte, 2 July 1813, beginning
‘My Dear Lord’[WP1/373] (b)To Mrs RichardWellesley, the widow of his brother Richard’s
eldest son Richard, 10August 1835 [University of Southampton Library MS 63/45/8]equestrian statue of the Duke on top, opposite Apsley House, headed
the letters ofWellington’s friend, JohnWilson Croker (Plate 5).45 From
the 1840s, papers with a polished or ‘satin’finish appeared.The sudden
and very great increase in the demand for paper, occasioned by postal
reform and new printing techniques, led to a much poorer quality
product, bequeathing us the conservation problems of acidic, brittle
paper.46
Wellington’s correspondence was written in ink and he also
drafted in ink, using a quill pen. The exception was the period 1809 to
the early 1830s, when he worked extensively — and unusually — in
pencil (Plate 6).Although he made use of portable writing desks, there
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Plate 5 An engraving of the Wellington Arch, heading the letter paper of J.W.Croker,
24 November 1846. [WP 2/150/61]was doubtless much inconvenience in writing in ink, especially on
campaign, and the habit of using pencil persisted.47 Steel-nibbed pens
were available before the 1820s, but they were not very satisfactory.
By the late 1840s and early 1850s, factories produced millions of
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Plate 6 Wellington working in pencil: draft of a letter to George IV, about Catholic
emancipation and the position of the government, 23 February 1828. [WP 1/920/58]improved nibs each year — in itself an indication of the impact of the
changes in the dynamics of communication (Plate 7).48 It was around
this point that the Duke switched from using a quill to a steel-nibbed
pen, producing a hand with much less difference between the up- and
down-strokes.49 It is difficult to pinpoint this change exactly: the quill
and inkpot appear as artists’props on at least two portraits of the Duke,
the later of them from 1837, as well as on the engraving of him writing
theWaterloo despatch, which appeared in a commemorative issue of the
Illustrated London News shortly after his death, but based on a drawing
of 1839 (Plate 8).50 In this we see him seated at a table in his
headquarters atWaterloo, quill in hand, with several other quills on the
table, a travelling inkpot (with a lid that clips over to fasten it shut), as
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Plate 7 The slitting room for steel-nibbed pens in the factory of Messrs Hinks, Wells and Co.,
Birmingham, in 1851. The price of pen nibs was 6d. a gross in that year; in 1830 it had been 8s.
Women were employed for their dexterity, and they have arrived well-dressed for work, with the
pot plants on the window sill adding a homely touch. [Illustrated London News, 1851 (part 1,
p. 149)]well as other props, the despatch box and rolled map. In fact, the
Waterloo despatch was written in draft by the Duke in the same manner
as his other draft despatches, with pages folded in half for drafting. In
addition, it was marked by Wellington with a set of small verbal
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Plate 8 Wellington writing the Waterloo despatch, engraved for the Illustrated London
News in 1852, after the drawing by the Countess of Westmorland of September 1839.
[Illustrated London News, 1852 (part 2, p. 436)]18 WOOLGAR
Plate 9 Wellington’s letter wrappers and envelopes: (a) Cover of a letter to Richard Wellesley,
Brighton, redirected to London, franked 20 July 1828 — a wrapper made from a folded sheet
of paper [University of Southampton Library MS 63/45/107]; (b) A manufactured envelope,
with a letter for Mrs Wellesley at Eton, 10August 1835 [MS 63/45/62]changes in pencil, so that a version, incorporating these changes, could
be sent to the King of the Netherlands. There may be a pencil on the
table, and there is another object which may be a quill-cutter.51
Once the letter was written, it was sealed closed by the Duke
with his signet, and addressed on the outside.52 Until the 1830s the Duke
used a sheet of paper folded to enclose the letter, or less usually wrote
the address on the outside of the letter paper: the wrapping sheet made
it more easy, and secure, to send enclosures. Most people outside
government and the elite did not use wrapping sheets. Before 1840
postage in the UK was charged in part by the number of sheets that
were sent: to use a wrapper or envelope in addition to a sheet of writing
paper doubled the cost of postage. This encouraged people to write to
the limits of the page and, having filled it, to write across the letter at
right-angles to the first text, a practice known as ‘crossing’.Wellington
used envelopes from at least as early as 1835, but he had not employed
them in the late 1820s (Plate 9).53 In the later 1830s, references to
machines for manufacturing envelopes imply they were novel.54 The
transition to the general use of envelopes took some years. In 1844, there
were complaints in Parliament that the Post Office had opened the
correspondence of Joseph Mazzini, the Italian nationalist. It transpired
that this had taken place under warrant from the Home Secretary, Sir
James Graham, on the suspicion that Mazzini was plotting insurrection
in Italy. The Punch cartoons of the period show folded letters, without
envelopes (Plate 10).55
Anyone who has worked with Wellington’s correspondence
cannot fail to remark on his handwriting. A free hand was a mark of
distinction: it set one apart from those who made their living as clerks,
writing neat hands or the office hands of government departments.56
The special connection between handwriting and the individuality
of the person, self-evident to us, was only widely accepted from the
eighteenth century. The use of writing for personal expression, for
letters or for keeping journals, was itself comparatively new.57And this
connection between individuality and handwriting grew, paradoxically,
from the impersonality of the printed word — some types of material,
such as belles-lettres, circulated in manuscript rather than print to
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Plate 10 ‘Paul Pry at the Post Office’, a Punch cartoon from the period of the Mazzini affair.
The letter is a folded sheet of paper and has no envelope. [Punch 7 (Jul - Dec 1844) p. 7]maintain this personal connection. Invitations continued to be
handwritten, or, if printed, to be set in typefaces similar to script or used
methods of reproducing handwriting, such as lithography (Plate 11).58
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Plate 11 A lithographed invitation on letter paper, to an evening event at Apsley House, on
Thursday evening, 19 May (no year, but for 1831, 1836 or 1842).The lithograph may have been
written byWellington himself, or possibly by his secretary,Algernon Greville, and the names
of the guests — Mrs Richard Wellesley, Miss Wellesley, and Mr R.Wellesley — were added
subsequently (the printed part is in the darker ink, with the invitees’names added in the lighter).
[University of Southampton Library MS 63/45/89]Derived in the early nineteenth century from works on physiognomy,
the belief that there was something inherently important in
handwriting led to a cult of collecting autographs and autograph
letters. Script was a means of delineating character.This development
merged with an antiquarian interest in individuals, especially those of
historical or literary significance. The construction of autograph
albums, with individual letters or collections of signatures of
celebrities, became a hobby of the middle classes. To this Wellington
was particularly exposed: his signature featured in many nineteenth-
century albums — a signature that was readily available from his
franks on envelopes, as well as from official letters.59 Notoriety as
much as celebrity might be detected by handwriting. The Cato Street
conspirators, who had planned to assassinate the Cabinet, including
Wellington, in February 1820, had their writing reproduced by their
defence counsel as he thought it interesting to preserve it. Wellington
keenly observed differences in hand from a practical perspective. As
Prime Minister, in 1830, he received many anonymous and
threatening letters, some of which were kept for reference in an
attempt to identify the disaffected.60
Besides drafts of letters inWellington’s hand, his papers include
many copies of out-going letters, essential for systematic management
of business. Many were written by hand, and some used a new
technology. In 1780, James Watt devised a press for taking copies of
letters, making a direct transfer of ink — typically a slow-drying ink —
onto a dampened paper. The ink transferred onto the back of the copy
sheet, a very thin sheet of unsized paper, with the intention that it should
be legible through the paper the correct way round. This process
accounts for many examples with a strong reversed impression of the
ink on the back of the page, and the faint appearance of the text on the
front. Although popular with business and immediately adopted at a
high level in the United States government, it made little impact on
government administration in Britain.61 It was used by a few individuals
in their private offices or when they held official positions but had little
administrative support.Wellington used press copies on unbound sheets
in India in the early 1800s.62 In 1806, however, he used an early
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loose sheets. Loose sheets were sometimes pasted into ledgers, like
scrapbooks.64 Among government papers, these initiatives in copying
were mainly confined to the private elements of correspondence of
ministers. While some government offices used press copies, the
Education Office of the Privy Council in the 1840s and the Board of
Trade in the 1850s, the major change in the Civil Service to press copies
and stencil duplicating did not take place until the late 1870s and
1880s.65
The use of carbon paper, with the appearance of the ‘manifold
writer’in 1806, in combination with a glass or metal stylus, found less
favour — carbon paper was prepared with a mixture of printing ink and
butter which left a foetid smell.66 Unlike later practice, the carbon copy
was the part that was sent, and it was on ordinary paper — the flimsy
top sheet was retained. There are a few examples in the Wellington
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Plate 12 Wellington’s copy book of 1806. [WP 1/165]Papers of in-coming letters written with this equipment especially in
the field, or on board ship (Plate 13);67 but there is no evidence that
Wellington himself made use of it.Although fascinated by technology
and innovative in many ways, the Duke was less swift in adopting these
practices than, for example, Thomas Jefferson.68
The Duke, however, did take full advantage of printing. Much
has been written about the different print mediums, the burgeoning of
local newspapers and ‘print culture’, the rise of the provincial press and
local printing presses — all important elements in the communication
revolution. The first printing press in Southampton appeared in the
mid-1770s and, like many local presses, was initially used for election
addresses, posters and poll books.69 A traditional letterpress was
attached to Wellington’s headquarters during the Peninsular War and
in Paris, from 1815.70 It produced copies of material in high demand,
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Plate 13 A carbon copy: parts have been inked over as the copying has not been completely
effective. From a memorandum by Lieutenant Colonel George Murray for Wellington,
13 March 1808, on an expedition to Sweden. [WP 1/193/53]also often of an ephemeral nature. Wellington, writing inAugust 1814,
after he had been appointed British ambassador to France, in response
to an enquiry about arrangements for presenting ladies at the French
court, instructed a pro-forma to be printed: ‘Le duc de Wellington a
l’honneur de faire scavoir à [blank] que [blank] désire être presentée à
[blank]’(Plate 14).71 Before 1840, it was unusual to print government
documents for administrative use within departments, although they
were printed for Parliament; after 1840 printing was used even for short
runs of material like cabinet papers, usually in letterpress.72
Lithography added a further dimension. The process was good
for reproducing drawings. The Quartermaster General’s Office in
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Plate 14 A letterpress printed pro-forma invitation from Wellington. This example dates
from the Congress ofAix-la-Chapelle, October 1818. [University of Southampton Library,
MS 85/29/4/1]Whitehall had a lithographic press from around 1808.73 After the
development of ‘transfer lithography’, when text might be written using
lithographic ink onto a specially prepared sheet of paper, rather than
writing directly onto the printing surface, its use expanded.74Wellington
made use of the process for administrative material, invitations (Plate
11) and other domestic documentation after he returned to England at
the end of the Napoleonic Wars.75 He also used it at the Congress of
Verona, in 1822, where he was one of the British plenipotentiaries: the
Duke’s memorandum on the slave trade was printed in this way, as was
the reply of the French ministers plenipotentiary.76
From the first half of the nineteenth century and well beyond,
even into the 1890s, despite technological innovation, the emphasis
in British government circles was on copying documents by hand.
Labour was comparatively cheap: the skills of correspondence at a
routine level — composition, penmanship, orthography — were keys
to middle-class success.The Civil Service at the end ofWellington’s life
was primarily clerical, rather than a body with a significant influence
on the development of policy.77
The Duke required trusted secretaries, men who had
confidential habits of business and expertise to translate his handwritten
drafts or instructions for letters into full texts.78 As well as copying
letters, the secretaries docketed the letter, that is, summarised it briefly
on the outside, and filed it, maintaining registers of correspondence and
other books of reference. Those who worked for him frequently had a
military background and, importantly, connection.79The group involved
might expand: Wellington’s friend, Mrs Arbuthnot, was shown
confidential material and even noted in her journal that she had copied
out letters and memoranda for the Duke in 1826 and 1828–9.80After
1818, with the Duke’s return to England, one can imagine
Wellington, at his writing desk in Apsley House, drafting replies
across letters, ready for his private secretary to write up into their
full form. The private secretary’s room, lined with mahogany
cupboards in part to hold the correspondence, was on the ground
floor there adjacent to the Duke’s library.WhenWellington became
Prime Minister in 1828, the First Lord of the Treasury had just two
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other from outside the office. Under the Duke, the former was
Edward Drummond, who worked for subsequent First Lords, until
his assassination in mistake for Sir Robert Peel in 1843. The other
secretary wasAlgernon Greville, brother of Charles, the diarist. He
entered the Duke’s service in 1827 and served for the remainder of
the Duke’s life in a private capacity.81 Some items of exceptional
sensitivity were copied by Wellington himself.82
If the administrative machinery of government was modest, its
responsibilities were very much more circumscribed than they are
today. The offices were equally modest. The great buildings of the
Treasury and Foreign Office were not erected until 1863. Wellington
resided in 10 Downing Street in 1828, while Apsley House was
undergoing works; and the other houses in the street were largely in
the hands of government. The Treasury had 10–12 Downing Street;
number 13 was occupied by the JudgeAdvocate General;War and the
Colonies were at 14; the Foreign Office was at number 16, to which
number 15 was added in 1825, as well as two further houses, in which
a new cabinet room was constructed in the mid-1820s. The Home
Office had been located in the Old Tennis Court, and the Privy
Council Office in the Cockpit, both close at hand in the old Tudor
palace of Whitehall.83
There was no secretariat for Cabinet and no official system
for recording cabinet discussions. Wellington wrote the papers
himself and placed them on the table in the cabinet room in the
Foreign Office for his colleagues to read. The Times reported the dates
and times of cabinet meetings, noting who had attended and
sometimes the topics of discussion.84 The bulk of the business of
government was conducted by the First Lord himself, by
correspondence and memoranda, and in a similar fashion, by the
Secretaries of State and the other heads of department.
The task of governing, depending largely on the ability of a
small group of individuals to write copious amounts of
correspondence, might quickly become unmanageable.As First Lord,
Wellington attempted to limit correspondence, using a terse style
27 Inaugural Lecturewhich was to become legendary. Another method he employed was
to write on small rectangles of paper (Plate 15).85 Wellington’s
secretaries, especially Algernon Greville, made very close imitations
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Plate 15 Wellington’s reply to Sir HerbertTaylor, about the case of Mr Crokat and his claim
to patronage, c.21 August 1828. The Duke has written his reply in pencil, inked over by
Edward Drummond, the secretary concluding with a note that the reply had been sent. The
paper measures 81 mm high x 102 mm wide. [WP 1/948/22]of the Duke’s hand, an expertise doubtless gained while inking over
Wellington’s pencil drafts, and which may have relieved some of the
burden of replying. The volumes of correspondence tried the Duke
severely: ‘There is not a subject of public interest upon which I do not
receive hundreds of letters, numerous almost in proportion to the
difficulty and importance attached to each ...’86 As Wellington was to
assure the Duke of Buckingham in 1839, ‘it is my habit to answer every
letter that I receive’ — we must note too that this is a habit which
encourages correspondence.87
The years of active military service are one of the peaks of
Wellington’s correspondence. In the Peninsula, Wellington’s clerks
registered between 2,500 and 3,000 in-coming letters per annum.These
were letters addressed directly to the Duke: they excluded the
correspondence of the departments at headquarters, the Military
Secretary,Adjutant General and Quartermaster General, for example.88
In the later part of his life, the system of recording the correspondence
was a little different — and the figures are more approximate than their
precision suggests.They demonstrate, however, that the peaks correlate
not with the general changes in trends of correspondence in the UK,
but with periods whenWellington held office. In 1834 there were 2,716
letters, and the following year 2,958. 1842 and 1843 — when the Duke
was in Peel’s Cabinet — were the only other years at this point
in Wellington’s life when his public correspondence exceeded 2,000
letters per annum.89
If these practices of dealing with government and official
business account for the scale of the archive, we must return to
developments in correspondence and communication generally.Volume
was not the only change: communication was also increasingly rapid.
It was possible to post a letter and receive a reply to it the same day: this
was a normal expectation, not just that of government or those using
private messengers. Railways had a major impact on postal distribution.
With this also came a social change, an acceptance of a ‘postal culture’.
Much as the last twenty years have brought us to a culture of near
instaneous electronic communication, people were able to communicate
regularly, and swiftly, with those at a distance, to maintain and develop
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private communication, a ‘personal letter’, much more than a medium
for news or a business transaction, one for conducting relationships of
a wholly different kind — there was much concern about the morality
of women receiving and writing letters. With this came a sense of
privacy, a sentiment that still attaches to our correspondence and voice
communications.90 This was one of the reasons why the opening of the
Mazzini correspondence was so shocking. Individuals thought they had
a right to send and receive private communications through the post, a
viewpoint neatly encapsulated by the development of valentines. In the
week of 21 February 1841, an extra half million letters were delivered,
one eighth of all the mail, because of the traffic in valentines.91
Postal reform did not create a new medium of communication,
but opened up an existing one. One should not assume that letters were
simply exchanges between two individuals: they could have quite a
different character. Many of the letters from Wellington’s army would
have been read aloud or circulated. This practice was common among
many groups: corresponding societies, some religious denominations,
for example, the Methodists with their letter-days, and also among
migrants.92 Letter-writing had been much more an urban practice than
a rural one. Uniform penny postage and, later in the nineteenth century,
the establishment of rural deliveries, along with the development of
standardised addresses, allowed the pattern to change.93 Newspapers
had formed a significant component of the post for many years, but had
been sent usually on the basis of subscription. Changes in printing
technology, along with improved distribution by railway, allowed a
market to develop for periodicals covering a wide range of interests
beyond the daily and weekly press.94 Uniform penny postage opened
the way to a flood of unsolicited circulars, for goods, begging letters,
letters promoting causes, and so forth: in short, ‘junk mail’ quickly
formed a significant component in postal traffic. The ease with which
strangers could be addressed marked a dramatic change.95The post had
become a part of daily life, much as we see in the last painting of
Wellington done from life — by Robert Thorburn — with his
grandchildren in the library at Stratfield Saye, playing with the covers
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I am not the first to talk of a ‘revolution in communication’at
this period: contemporaries saw it in this light.96 It brought a social
change which paralleled in the popular mind the changes of the
Reform Acts.97 One of the most important changes was in who was
communicating. There was a vast growth in middle- and lower-class
correspondence. Learning to write was now a part of general
education: people were no longer reliant on the work of writing
masters. At the same time there was a major growth in numbers of
women who could write, a prelude to the transformation of clerical
work in the later nineteenth and early twentieth centuries from a male
occupation to one with an increasing female component.98
Aglance atWellington’s postbag provides some confirmation of
this, albeit at the start of the period of change. In the collection
at Southampton, between 1833 and his death in 1852 there were 182
correspondents who each wrote to the Duke on more than 10 occasions.
Only four were women.99 From other collections, we know that
Wellington wrote substantially more to a handful of female
correspondents, what he would have classed as personal
correspondence: there now survive 1,488 letters to MrsArbuthnot, 599
to LadyWilton, and 842 to MissAngela Burdett-Coutts, besides 166 to
Princess Lieven that are a little different in nature, as her husband was
the Russian ambassador in London for some of the period.100 But this
correspondence aside, if we look at the total number of correspondents,
rather than the number of letters, just under 15% of those who wrote to
the Duke were women. Most sent no more than a single letter. Male
correspondents wrote on average three letters.101 15% is a modest
proportion, but it was a new development and it marks this part of the
archive as different from the Peninsular War section.
Today’s information revolution has antecedents stretching back
through three centuries, with new ideas about systematising inform-
ation, in dictionaries, encyclopaedias and the classification of the
natural world; about the representation and ordering of information,
from maps and indexes to statistics and graphs; and in the use of
photography and the development of new reprographic techniques.102
31 Inaugural LectureThese changes had important social and intellectual consequences. Not
all were as immediately successful or had the same impact on the
archival record as the change in communications which came with
postal reform.To take an example, the telegraph. Manual telegraphs —
like semaphore stations, or naval signalling — were used by
governments in the eighteenth century. A version was used by
Wellington in the Peninsula.103 An electric telegraph was patented in
Britain in 1837, with lines which followed the railways, transmitting
information about trains. When the telegraph became open for public
use, it was expensive and was restricted to commercial transactions or
matters of great urgency: its capacity was limited by the scale of the
infrastructure.104 But government was well aware of its benefits and
there were special additions for its own use.105 This development
transformed the speed of a limited volume of high-level official
communications. If one turns to the papers of the fifteenth Earl of
Derby, from his Foreign Secretaryship of 1874–8, his business with the
Crown was conducted largely through the Queen’s private secretary,
using the telegraph, and the circulation of telegrams from other
ministers.106
The telegraph had comparatively little effect on the form of
correspondence, other than condensing it for transmission — it could
never be a means of mass communication without substantial
investment. On the other hand, the telephone, in use from the 1870s,
achieved rapid acceptance and a remarkable number of users within
comparatively few years. The intimacy of voice communication
captured the imagination, bringing investment to develop the
infrastructure. It consequently had a major impact on the scale and
market share of other forms of communication, especially
correspondence.107
The nineteenth-century changes we have been reviewing show
how communication is shaped by forms of documentation as much as
by technical possibilities and by economics; and that those forms
may change rapidly. The informality of today’s e-mail messages, for
example, is very different from those we sent twenty years ago. We
have come a long way from Jacobus Blauw and Wellington, although
32 WOOLGARmany of the problems they faced in managing communication are still
with us — the scale of twenty-first-century communication is still to be
controlled from an archival perspective.
As a coda, it is worth reflecting on the archival legacy of the
nineteenth century. Political papers of this period are one of the more
difficult parts of the written heritage to manage, because of their size
and diversity of content. Traditional programmes of cataloguing
and publication have been overwhelmed by the scale of the papers of
nineteenth-century Prime Ministers.108 It is only the advances of
information technology, expanding possibilities for description and
retrieval,109 that can make these materials accessible in ways which
match twenty-first-century expectations.They offer as well the potential
for combining access to manuscripts with other digital collections, for
example, of printed official and parliamentary documentation.
Presenting material in new formats does not necessarily speed
the conclusion of research work: there is no sign that the process of
assimilating knowledge is accelerated. To understand the significance
of data — what is important about a communication — remains one of
the challenges of the information revolution. But the ready availability
of this information and the ability to collate it rapidly change the
possibilities in terms of the questions that can be asked and answered.
In all of this, it is necessary to understand the context and associations
of archival material, the way the documents themselves work, and what
they can tell us from process and form as much as from content. This
is a particular challenge as context is frequently obscured in today’s
information retrieval systems, especially unstructured ones.
The last 25 years has seen an impressive flow of scholarly
works and activity based on Wellington and his papers, demonstrating
the importance of these connections.110 Prospects for managing in new
ways the vast legacy of information from the nineteenth century open
up further the potential for research in these collections and our
understanding of the past. The way in which that potential grows is
going to be one of the more interesting themes of the next decade.
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